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1. Introduction
An accident is an event that is not planned or intended and that causes damage or
injury. An incident is an event that is not planned or intended and that causes damage
or injury or has the potential to do so.
In this guideline both words are used interchangeably because the process to investigate
and to take corrective actions is the same.
There exists plenty of guidance on how to investigate incidents. Most chemical
companies have identified and developed their own standard method for investigating
events. There is a however a need for industry guidance for the investigation of off-site
logistics events, to assist Logistics Service Providers (LSP’s) in carrying out incident
investigations. The availability of industry guidance should promote more uniformity and
provide a common methodology for LSP’s independent of the customer. It will help both
LSP’s and chemical companies in continuously improving their safety performance by
learning from incidents.

2. Scope and objective
This guideline focuses on the investigation of incidents and near incidents (near misses)
that happen in the off-site transport and related handling of chemical products.
It covers all modes of transport, loading/unloading and operations at terminals,
warehouses and tank cleaning stations.
Most chemical manufacturers have identified their investigation method of choice for onsite events. They can, depending on the nature of the incident, decide to use their on-site
incident investigation method for on-site logistics events or use the logistics-specific
method described in this document.
The objective of this document is to provide guidance on how to carry out an incident
investigation, identify the root causes and the corrective actions to prevent reoccurrence.
The guideline is aimed for use by all parties in the supply chain: chemical manufacturers,
transport companies, distributors, warehousing and tank cleaning stations, etc.
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1. Incident investigation
1.1

What is an incident investigation and root cause analysis

An incident investigation is a process conducted for the purpose of incident prevention
which includes the gathering and analysis of information, drawing of conclusions,
including determination of causes and, when appropriate, recommendations that
address the root causes.
A root cause analysis (RCA) is a method that allows identification of the true causes of
incidents, with the aim of preventing these root causes so that they are not repeated.
The investigation of an incident should include a root cause analysis.
There are a number of reasons why an incident investigation and root cause analysis is
performed after an incident:
 Eliminating the root cause means preventing it from happening again
 It is a structured problem solving technique - an agreed approach that determines
underlying causes
 It provides permanent solutions
It should also be:
 Part of the policy and goals of the
organization
 A process to provide long term
improvement
 A powerful vehicle for training
people
The analysis of a root cause is a mind-set,
it takes more time at first but is a 'high
return on investment’, reducing reactivity

Identify
the
problem

Define
the
problem

Monitor the
system

Understand
the
problem

Take
corrective
action
Identify the
root cause

Applying the incident investigation process,
including RCA, will structurally lead to an
improvement cycle of a company’s management system, processes and barriers used to
manage its health, safety, security and environmental risks
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1.2

When to perform an incident investigation and root cause analysis

The root cause analysis needs to be initiated after no more than two days. The first hours
will be used to secure the incident location. Meanwhile the mind needs time to settle into
a no-blame mode necessary for a successful incident investigation.
The incident investigation should typically be concluded and reported within 14 days.
Time delays in gathering evidence inevitably lead to less factual information; people
forget important elements and could start reverting to assumptions.
Each organization should have a clear policy as to which level of root cause analysis is
needed depending on the potential severity of an event. This policy is related to the
effects that an incident has for the company in question, like injuries, damage to the
environment, material damage or damage to reputation.
A detailed RCA should not only be carried out for severe incidents, but also for ‘high
potential incidents’ or ‘high learning value incidents’.
1.3

Incident severity and categorization

According to the Pareto logic, incidents with increasing severity occur with decreasing
frequency in a cascaded design.
1 Fatality
1
400
20 000
240 000

400 Lost time injuries
20 000 minor injuries
240 000 near misses
2 000 000 unsafe acts.

2 000 000

Sources: Heinrich, HSE, John Ormond
The Pareto concept also recognizes that 20% of the incidents cause 80% of the damage.
By combining those 2 concepts, incidents can be categorized in several classes. An
example of categorization of severity could be:






Major
Moderate
Minor
Near misses
Unsafe conditions or acts
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Incidents commonly cause more than one effect. One can group effects in categories
such as:
 Human impact
 Environment impact
 Property and equipment loss (financial)
In addition, incidents can result in effects such as:
 Financial impact to other parties
 Media attention
 Reputational damage
 Public disruption.
For each of the selected categories, clear definitions of severity need to be defined by
the company.
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2.

The incident investigation process

When an incident occurs the first step should always be to mitigate the risk of
consequential damage, but if possible also to secure the information (evidence) from the
incident as soon and completely as possible.
The second step is to inform the other parties involved in the operation related to the
incident. In a logistics operation there is typically more than one company affected by the
incident (e.g. the chemical supplier of the product, the customer, the sub-contractor in
charge of the operation). The number of different companies that are involved can be a
constraint to the incident investigation process. The process should be designed so that
it leads to good learning from the incident for all the parties involved.
Based on the criteria defined by the company as described in section 1, it should be
determined to what extend the incident needs to be investigated and analyzed.
2.1

Stakeholders

In logistics incidents there often several Stakeholders. All Stakeholders could be
involved in the incident investigation or as a minimum be informed about the outcome.
The organization that is in control of the operation when the incident occurs is the party
that should lead the incident investigation, unless otherwise agreed. For fatal incidents
and for incidents on the public road, the authorities may carry out an official investigation.
In this case all parties will be expected to cooperate in the investigation.
The first step is to define which parties are involved in a particular incident, who is
directly impacted and who needs to be informed. Parties should agree on a common
description of the issue, agree upon the type of root cause analysis that needs to be
conducted and who should undertake it.
A communication process between the different parties involved must be agreed upon
along with the methodology of the incident investigation.
2.2

Setting up an incident investigation team

Agreement on the incident investigation team composition is essential. A multifunctional
team with appropriate skills and ownership should be convened. It can consist of a core
team with additional supporting team members.
There must be an “owner” of the incident investigation process in the organization. The
“owner” should ensure effective team composition:




Define who leads the incident investigation. To avoid conflict, the leader
should not be part of the incident line of responsibility
Some of the Team members should have an intimate knowledge of the business
process
The resulting corrective actions should be discussed with the operational leader of
the unit where the incident took place
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Include a trained facilitator for the root cause analysis process independent and
not involved in the incident itself
The incident investigation team members have to be sufficiently trained or guided
through the process
People directly involved in the incident should not be part of the investigation
team, but should be interviewed as part of the investigation process

For small companies, fulfilling all the above requirements can be an issue. Depending on
the severity of the incident, support could be sought from the consigning chemical
company or from an independent external investigator.
Any root cause analysis method is based on the sequence of events leading up to the
incident and should look at the facts and evidence in a structured manner. A distinction
between direct causes and root causes should be made.
2.3

Description of the incident

A detailed description of the incident is essential to ensure a comprehensive analysis
and to provide the basic input for the final documentation.
The incident description should contain the following elements:
 When, where, what happened and who was involved:
 affected operation
 date/time and location of occurrence
 environmental conditions such as topography and weather conditions
 description of the incident as accurate and complete as possible, formulated in a
way that it can be understood by anyone who is not involved: what occurred and
the primary effect
 Affected elements:
 product involved and estimated quantity of loss of product
 type and material of containment (steel tank, plastic drum, …)
 type of failure of the means of containment

 Consequences:
 personal injury
 loss of product
 material/environmental damage
 evacuation of persons, closure of public roads
 impact on production and supply performance e.g. delays, customer satisfaction
etc.
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2.4

Gathering evidence and facts

If it is safe and possible, the evidence should be gathered at the scene of the incident.
Look for evidence in people, processes, paper and parts. When gathering evidence:
 Keep an open mind on all the potential activities, situations or circumstances that
can lead to the effect without jumping to conclusions
 Obtain a factual and as complete as possible description of the incident by
gathering evidence
 Record only facts, not opinions, and do this as early as possible
 People involved in the incident are a very important information source
 Pictures are useful as are CCTV and on board camera recordings
 Make a sketch / drawing of the incident scene
 Unusual or substandard information requires further investigation
It is important not to allocate blame during the evidence gathering process in order to
ensure that facts and root cause(s) are identified.
2.5

Root cause analysis

After the fact finding process, in which the investigator should refrain from ‘jumping to
conclusions’, it is time for the actual analysis of the facts: the root cause analysis. It is
important that this stage of the investigation is performed as a team effort. The
effectiveness of the preventive and corrective actions that will be decided upon will
depend on this.
In the supply chain process multiple parties are involved and they are not always part of
the investigation team. The investigation is performed on the process of the party
carrying out the investigation. If during the investigation it is found out that information
from another party is relevant for the investigation of the root cause, this should be
reflected in the report without jumping to conclusions on the process of the other party
involved. Support should be sought from the consignor or contract party for further
investigation.
During the analysis, it is possible that not all evidence is available. In that case one
should go back to the previous step (2.4 Gathering evidence and facts)
The analysis can lead to multiple causes, as well as ‘contributing factors’. Ask the
question: is it necessary and sufficient to contribute to the incident? All causes should be
investigated to a level where the level of contribution is ascertained.
In this phase an open mind should be maintained. When the process is finished, these
events can be put into a schedule, which can serve as reporting tool. It should result in
sequence events that were necessary and sufficient to lead to the incident and the
effects.
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2.6

Corrective and preventive actions

When the root cause(s) are identified, corrective and/or preventive actions should be
defined. The actions must be such that the root cause(s) are prevented from recurring.
Once the corrective actions have been identified, an implementation plan should be
established and communicated.
For examples of corrective and preventive actions see Section 4.The actions must be
SMART (Specific, Measurable, Assignable, Realistic, Time-related) and reasonably
practical to implement.
The effectiveness of the action should be reviewed within a defined timeframe after
implementation.
2.7

Reporting an incident investigation to the parties involved

Intermediate, final and complete reports should be shared with the stakeholders. The
report should be written such that it is easy to understand for a non-specialist or
someone who was not involved in the incident investigation.
It should offer a basis to improve the safety management of the organization. After the
root cause investigation is completed, the risk assessment of the logistics processes
should be reviewed to add to the learning.
A standardized reporting and documentation of the incidents and the related root causes
is essential to facilitate a systematic analysis across incidents and to evaluate and
cluster common causes.
The following reports should be issued:




An immediate incident notification to the stakeholders
An investigation report for the stakeholders
A report for sharing the learning e.g. GPCA lessons learned proforma
2.7.1 Immediate incident notification to the stakeholders

The immediate incident notification to the customer (chemical manufacturer) is usually a
quick call, which is followed up within 24 hours by the ‘first incident report’. It is
necessary to cover the following basic information about the incident (this applies both
for dangerous and non-dangerous goods):







Affected transport mode, if applicable
Date, time and location of occurrence
Topography and particular weather conditions
Short description of occurrence (5 to 10 lines of text)
Product(s) involved
Consequences, e.g. personal injury, loss of product and if appropriate the
estimated quantity of spilled product, material/environmental damage, evacuation
of persons, closure of public traffic routes
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2.7.2 Investigation report to the stakeholders
For the reporting of the root cause analysis and the applied corrective actions for risk
mitigation, it is recommended to follow the structured approach as described in sections
3 and 4 of this Guidance.
It is recommended that the report is supported by pictures and sketched / drawings
and to present the different kind of causes as well as other contributing factors.
The report can be used to share the findings with the stakeholders. The format to present
findings and conclusions from the report should be adapted to the audience.
The content of the report should include:
a) The updated information included in the immediate incident notification to the
stakeholder
b) Immediate actions
c) Impact of the incident (see section 1.4)
d) For high potential incidents: description of the potential consequences
e) Chronology and description of events, circumstances and facts with clarifying
illustrations (pictures, plans, drawings)
f) Root cause analysis: clarifying all elements that were both necessary and
sufficient for this incident to occur (see section 2.5)
g) Corrective actions and action plan
2.7.3 Reporting of learning within the GPCA Community
The chemical company should report the incident to GPCA using the format included
in the GPCA website.
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3.

The root cause analysis method for logistics operations
The RCA requires a sequence of steps to identify the causes to avoid the recurrence
of the incident. Examples illustrating the use of the method are included in section 5.
The following steps should be followed:
a) An incident could be the result of more than one event. In order to identify the
immediate/direct causes and the root causes it is recommended to first build an
event tree. The investigation team identifies whether one or more underlying
events triggered the primary event being analyzed. The underlying event is plotted
in connection with the primary event. If there is more than a single underlying
event, a conjunction of underlying events is plotted in connection with the primary
event. The events should be chosen in reference to section 3.1.
Single underlying event
9

8

Underlying event 8 was
necessary and sufficient for
Primary Event 9 to
occur.
b)

Conjunction of
underlying events
4

Single underlying event

2
1
3

Underlying events 2, 1 and 3
together were necessary and
sufficient for primary
event 4 to occur.

2
6
5

Underlying event 6 was
necessary and sufficient for
both primary events 2
and 5 to occur.

Each event should be investigated using a separate tree.
Each tree identifies relevant causes as listed in 3.2, by answering the
following questions:




What was needed for that event to happen?
Was it necessary?
Was it sufficient?

The choices made should be supported by evidence that has been gathered
according to section 2.4.
c) To find the root causes, deeper analysis is required. For each direct cause refer to
the root causes list (see section 3.3).The investigation team should identify at least
one of these causes as the root cause of the incident, by asking the following
questions:




What was needed for that immediate cause to happen?
Was it necessary?
Was it sufficient?

The choices made should be supported by evidence that has been gathered
according to section 2.4.
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d) Corrective actions on organizational causes: go to the list in 4.2 and select the
action(s) that correct(s) the basic/root cause(s) identified in the previous step
e) Corrective actions on human causes: go to section 4.3.

3.1

Type of events

3.1.1 Person / object caught between/in/on
3.1.2 Collision of persons / equipment
3.1.3 Human exposure to (electricity, heat, cold, chemicals, etc.)
3.1.4 Container / tank implosion
3.1.5 Equipment failure
3.1.6 Explosion
3.1.7 Fall from height
3.1.8 Fire
3.1.9 Leaving the road / derailment
3.1.10 Loss of containment (leaks, spills, etc.)
3.1.11 Overfilling / overflowing of tanks
3.1.12 Overturning / Roll over / Tipping over
3.1.13 Slip and fall / trip over
3.1.14 Struck against / by / into
3.1.15 Unintended mixture (for example (un)loading in the wrong tank)
3.1.16 Chemical reaction
3.1.17 Object falling off
3.1.18 Unintended moving of cargo
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3.2

Immediate/direct causes

3.2.1 Non-standard operation
3.2.2 Weather conditions
3.2.3 Equipment / material failure
3.2.4 Instrument failure
3.2.5 Instrument not calibrated
3.2.6 Failure to use PPE properly
3.2.7 Too high speed
3.2.8 Inappropriate loading of truck (overweight / underweight uneven load
distribution)
3.2.9 Incorrect (un) loading
3.2.10 Incorrect lifting
3.2.11 Incorrect position for task
3.2.12 Incorrect cargo securing
3.2.13 Incorrect storage / placement
3.2.14 Lack of coordination between operator and driver
3.2.15 Lack of instrument
3.2.16 Lack of warning
3.2.17 Non-compliant documentation
3.2.18 Non-compliance with legislation
3.2.19 Non-compliance with site rules
3.2.20 Physical obstacle
3.2.21 Operating equipment without permission
3.2.22 Human failure (operator, driver etc.)
3.2.23 Overriding safety devices
3.2.24 Using defective equipment
3.2.25 Improper route
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3.3

Root causes

3.3.1 Organizational causes
3.3.1.1

Inadequate training / coaching programme
i) Inadequate communication (omission / misunderstanding / wrong
information)
ii) Inadequate guidance / supervision / monitoring / coaching
iii) Inadequate / lack of training (driver not familiar with load / route,
inadequate skills, lack of knowledge, etc.)
iv) No BBS programme (including defensive driving / roll-over prevention)

3.3.1.2

Inappropriate (use of) procedures/processes
i) No/incomplete or incorrect risk analysis
ii) No/inadequate procedure
iii) Task design inadequate (competence requirements not well defined,
responsibility not clear, repetitive tasks, excessive length of shift, etc.)
iv) Corrective action not implemented
v) Procurement process failure (inadequate specifications, inadequate
receiving/inspection, inadequate contractor selection)
vi) Quality assurance / quality control failure

3.3.1.3 Incorrect contractor management
i) Inappropriate selection process
ii) Inadequate definition or communication of requirement
iii) Inadequate monitoring and reviewing of requirements
3.3.1.4 Inadequate fitness to work
i) Inadequate physical / mental condition, sick, misuse of drugs, fatigue
3.3.1.5 Incompatible goals
i) Task planning inadequate
ii) Work pressure too high
3.3.1.6 Incomplete Management of Change (MOC)
i) Inadequate MOC
3.3.1.7 Inadequate design
i) Design failure / weak design
3.3.1.8 Inadequate equipment
i) Deficient construction / fabrication / installation
3.3.1.9 Work environment inadequate
i) Defective housekeeping, inadequate lighting, excessive noise, etc.
ii) Workplace layout inadequate
3.3.1.10 Inadequate maintenance / inspection / testing
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3.3.2 Human Causes
3.3.2.1 Intentional behavior
i) Wrong attitude (not respecting safety rules, horseplay, etc.)
ii) Cutting corners
3.3.2.2 Unintentional behavior – human error
i) Did not see, hear …
ii) Forgot to do, ask, check
iii) Poor or wrong judgment (thought this was Ok)
iv) Wrong action
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4.

Corrective Actions
4.1

Introduction

The identification of the event and the root cause can be used for learning, but corrective
and preventive actions must be implemented in order to prevent re-occurrence.
When corrective and preventive actions are in engineering, the solution is straightforward
and often implemented by the time the root cause investigation is done. Ask yourself
why the organization did not fix this engineering problem before the incident occurred?
You will often find an organizational cause behind it.
Through a failure a person can directly cause an incident, however, people tend not to
make errors deliberately. We are often ‘set up to fail’ by the way our brain processes
information, by our training, through the design of equipment and procedures and even
through the culture of the organization we work for.

Human factors refer to environmental, organizational and job factors, and human
and individual characteristics, which influence behavior at work in a way, which can
affect health and safety.
A simple way to view human factors is to think about three aspects – the job, the
individual and the organization – and how they impact people’s health and safety-related
behavior.
Illogical design of equipment and instruments
Constant disturbances and interruptions missing or
unclear instructions.
Poorly maintained equipment High
workload noisy and unpleasant working

Individual

Low skill and
Competence levels
Fatigue or
de- de-motivated staff
Individual medical
problems

Poor planning, leading to high
work pressure
Lack of safety systems and barriers
Inadequate responses to previous incidents
Poor Management communications
Deficient co-ordination and responsibilities
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1. Matching the job to the person will ensure that employees are not overloaded and
contribute most effectively to the business results. It includes the design of the
workplace and working environment, information and decision-making
requirements, as well as perception of the tasks and risks.
2. People bring to their job personal attitudes, skills, habits and personalities (both
strengths and weaknesses). Individual characteristics influence behavior in
complex and significant ways.
3. Organizational factors have the greatest influence on individual and group
behavior, yet they are often overlooked during the design of work and during
investigation of incidents. Organizations need to establish their own safety culture
promoting involvement and commitment and emphasizing that deviation from
safety standards is not accepted.
Careful consideration of human factors at work can reduce the number and severity of
incidents and can also pay dividends in terms of a more efficient and effective workforce.
When the identified cause of the incident is organizational, use the list in section 4.2 as
a reminder.
If the cause is human failure, no list can capture the type of analysis required. Therefore
it is necessary to analyze the human error and define the corrective actions as described
in section 4.3.
4.2

Corrective actions on organizational causes:
4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3

4.2.4
4.2.5
4.2.6
4.2.7

Implement HSE management systems
Improve visible and felt (senior) management commitment to HSE
Carry out risk analysis and implement mitigation measures accordingly.
See examples below of mitigation measures:
4.2.3.1 BBS training/refreshing training
4.2.3.2 Fatigue risk management
4.2.3.3 Installation of interlock systems to avoid human error
4.2.3.4 Near-misses and unsafe acts and conditions reporting
4.2.3.5 Preventive maintenance
4.2.3.6 Road information systems
4.2.3.7 Route familiarization training
4.2.3.8 Subcontractors selection (for example through Gulf SQAS) and
follow up of gaps and performance issues
4.2.3.9 Task analysis
4.2.3.10 Investigate if working at height can be avoided or provide
fall protection
4.2.3.11 Improve lighting
Clarify responsibilities
Define/implement/improve procedures
Implement Management of Change
Improved engineering
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4.2.8
4.2.9

4.2.10
4.2.11
4.2.12
4.2.13

Follow up of corrective actions from previous incident
Implement work permit systems (entry into confined spaces, working at
height, hot work, breaking of containment, working with electrical
equipment, etc.)
Improve communication
Improve housekeeping
Improve competence requirement definition
Provide training / refresher training (detect training needs, provide training,
evaluate effectiveness)

4.2.14 Improve recruitment procedure (jobs description, pre-employment checks,
induction training)
4.2.15 Improve route selection
4.2.16 Install technology upgrades on trucks (truck overturning warning systems,
forward distance alert system, lane departure system, etc.)
4.2.17 Promote safety by incentives (bulletin boards, individual / group awards and
recognition)
4.2.18 Initiate improvements with external sites: (un)loading, cleaning stations,
terminals, etc.
4.2.19 Improve site design
4.3 Corrective actions on human causes
Historical data suggest that in many cases the root cause analysis will eventually point to
individual human failure, even more so in logistics than in manufacturing as the work
processes rely more on people.
Where human failure is identified as root cause, dismissal or re-training are the usual
corrective actions. This typical but often short-sighted response ignores the fundamental
failures which led to the incident.
In this section, rather than giving a list of common corrective actions, a classification of
human failures is provided together with an approach to establish corrective actions.
Human failure could be classified under two categories:
 Intentional behavior: the behavior of the person (but not the result of the action)
was intentional. This kind of behavior is also known as violation
 Unintentional behavior: the person made an unintentional mistake
A specific behavior can be identified as intentional if:





The person announced his/her intention to behave in that way, prior to the
behavior
It can be demonstrated that the person knew what should be done
The behavior led to some positive consequences for him/her
He/she intended the behavior (not the effect of course!)
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A specific behavior can be identified as unintentional if:




The person can explain how the error occurred, but not why – he / she is puzzled
by his / her own action
Colleagues have done similar things unintentionally
During the interview the person still doesn’t understand why he / she made that
mistake

There is no standardized method to deal with human failure.
For behaviors where actions (not the result of the action) were intentional, disciplinary
action might be appropriate, depending on whether the violation is judged reasonable.
The potential role of the manager of the person who made the error should also be
considered.
For unintentional human behaviors, disciplinary action is not effective.
Training is just one possible corrective action of a myriad that can successfully avoid
reoccurrence of human failures. Before considering training, it is recommended to review
the list of organizational corrective actions listed in section 4.2.
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5.

Examples
5.1

Example 1

5.1.1 Incident description
Whilst exiting a parking zone of a
cleaning station, the driver had to turn
right onto the road. The turn was taken
too sharply and the rear wheels passed
onto the grass verge. The wheels slid
and drove down the banking, leading to
the tip and roll-over of the vehicle.

5.1.2 Facts gathering
1. This was the first time the driver visited this cleaning station. The driver used a
gate/road he/she was unfamiliar with
2. The incident happened during poor visibility
3. The turn was to the right and the driver sat on the left
4. The driver misjudged the road corner
5. The driver was not injured and there was no leakage
6. The driver had loaded at another site the evening before and stayed overnight on
the parking of the cleaning facility
7. There were more drivers leaving through the same gate, but these vehicles were
empty (cleaned)
8. There were tyre marks on the grass
9. Interviews were held with relevant people. The outcome was the following:
a) Driver: “Thought it was ok, there was someone leaving just before me
taking the same turn. This was the most obvious way to leave, because it
was in the direction of travel and there were no signs to warn about soft
sides off the road”
b) Planner: “We often send drivers to that cleaning facility to clean or to park a
loaded vehicle”
c) EHS & Q Manager of the transport company: “I visited that facility to
inspect the cleaning station but I did not inspect the parking place and
exit”
d) Site manager: “We have an operational permit, including the parking
entrances and exits”
e) Municipality representative: “Yes, we issued the operational permit. We do
not have to check the design of entrances and exits
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5.1.3 Incident categorization (see section 1.4)
Impact category: damage to transport vehicle, loss of product
Severity category: major
5.1.4 Type of events (see section 3.1)
3.1.9 Leaving the road. This is the main event to be investigated
3.1.12 Roll-over. This is the consequence of the vehicle leaving the road
5.1.5 Immediate/direct causes (see section 3.2)
3.2.1 Non-standard operation: the parking is normally not used for loaded vehicles
3.2.16 No warning: there is no sign or other warning that the exit should not be used
to turn right
3.2.22 Human failure: the driver followed the example of drivers of empty trucks. The
driver could have stopped to assess the sharp turn
5.1.6 Root causes (see section 3.3)
Organizational causes
3.3.1.2 i) Incomplete risk analysis: the transport company did not inspect the site for
parking of loaded trucks. The cleaning station did not assess the exit of the parking
area. Inadequate routing on the site
3.3.1.7 i) Inadequate design: the design of the exit was not adequate. There were no
warning signs that vehicles should not turn right
3.3.1.9 i) Work environment inadequate: inadequate lighting of the parking exit
Human causes
3.3.2.2 iii) Unintentional behavior. Poor judgment: The driver decided to try the sharp
turn, following the example of other drivers
During the analysis the investigation team wondered if it was possible to turn right
safely and decided to go to the site to gather more evidence. The team concluded
that it is not possible to turn right safely: the driver made an unintentional human
error.
5.1.7 Check: was it necessary / was it sufficient?
Were all root causes necessary and sufficient?
Necessary: yes, if any of them have not been happened the incident would have not
led to a roll-over.
Sufficient: yes, the combination of these causes will result in a repetition of the
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incident.
5.1.8 Corrective Actions (see section 4)
There are two parties involved that should take corrective actions to prevent future
incidents: the cleaning site and the transport company.

Actions for the cleaning site:
4.2.3 Carry out risk analysis and implement mitigating measures accordingly
4.2.3.4 Introduce a “near-miss and unsafe acts and conditions reporting system” at
the cleaning site (other drivers used this exit before)
4.2.3.6 Road information systems (close the exit or clearly indicate that vehicles
are not allowed to turn right)
4.2.3.11 Improve lighting
4.2.19 Improve design of site exit

Actions for the transport company:
4.2.3 Carry out risk analysis and implement mitigation measures accordingly
4.2.3.1 BBS training/refresher training
4.2.3.4 Introduce a “near misses, unsafe acts and conditions reporting system” in
the transport company (other drivers used this exit before)
4.2.18 Initiate improvements with external sites (in this case the cleaning station)
Human behavior: the analysis of the human behavior shows that the driver did not
make this mistake intentionally. The analysis demonstrates that similar incidents
could be prevented by the corrective actions from the site.
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Accident Investigation Tree example 1
Type of event

Direct causes
3.2.1 Nonstandard
operation: A
loaded truck
maneuvering in a
cleaning station

3.1.12
Rollover

3.1.9
Leaving
the road

3.2.16 No
Warning: No
signals at exit not
to turn right

3.2.2.2 Human
Failure: The
driver followed
the example of
empty truck

drivers

Root causes
3.3.1.2 i) Incomplete risk analysis :
The exit of the parking area was not
assessed by the cleaning station

3.3.1.2 i) Incomplete risk analysis:
The site was not assessed for parking of
loaded trucks by the transport company
3.3.1.7 i) Inadequate design: The design of
the exit was not adequate.
Inadequate routing on the site
3.3.1.9 i) Inadequate working
environment: Inadequate lighting of the
parking exit

At this point the
investigation team
wondered if it was
realistically possible
to turn right safely
and decided to
inspect the site. The
investigation team
concluded that it is
not possible to turn
right safely

3.3.2.2 iii)
Unintentional
human error.
Poor judgement:
The driver failed
to perceive the
sharpness of the
turn

Corrective actions
4.2.3 Carry out risk analysis by the transport
company and implement mitigating
measures:
4.2.3.1 BBS training/refreshing
4.2.3.4 Introduce near-misses and unsafe
acts and conditions reporting system
4.2.18 Initiate improvements with external
sites: In this case with the cleaning station

4.2.3 Carry out risk analysis by the site and
implement mitigating measures:
4.2.3.4 Introduce near-misses and unsafe acts
and conditions reporting system
4.2.3.6 Road information system
4.2.3.11 Improve lighting
4.2.19 Improve design of site exit

4.2.3.6: Road Information system: close the
exit or introduce clearly visible signs not to
turn right

5.2

Example 2

5.2.1 Incident Description
At about 10:00 in the morning on the main road to the town a truck missed a bend
and ended up in a ditch on the other side of the road. The truck was transporting
bags with chemicals, which were spread over the road. The authorities had to
close the road for further traffic. Towing the truck and clean-up of the road took till
20:00 before the authorities could open the road for traffic again. Despite the
traffic at the moment of the accident, no other cars were involved and nobody was
injured.
However the truck was total loss. The customer did not receive the
replacement goods in time.
5.2.2 Facts gathering
1. The road was wet and slippery
2. The accident happened during stormy weather
3. Long brake traces on the road indicated that speed was not adapted to
the road and weather conditions
4. The driver was the transport company’s maintenance technician
5. The driver planned for this transport didn’t show up and reported sick later
in the morning
6. All available drivers were already occupied on other transports for
other customers.
7. The transport company’s maintenance technician has a truck driver’s
license but has little mileage or experience
8. The transport company’s manager had called the transport company’s
operational planner the evening before and had told him that this transport
had to take place without delay
9. The chemical company’s manager had met a few days before with the
haulage company’s manager and had requested him to ensure that this
new delivery location would be served promptly
5.2.3 Incident categorization (see section 1.4)
Impact category: loss of transport vehicle and product
Severity category: major
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5.2.4 Type of events (see section 3.1)
Several linked events took place.
1. The truck missed a bend, ended up in a ditch
2
1
and overturned
3
2. The truck’s cargo of packed dry chemicals fell of
the truck and was spread over the road
3. The road remained closed for traffic for a full day to
tow the truck and to clear the road
3.1.9 Leaving the road (1)
3.1.12 Overturning (1)
3.1.10 Loss of Containment (2)
3.1.17 Object falling off’ (2)
3.1.18 Unintended moving of cargo (2)
5.2.5 Immediate/direct causes (see section 3.2)
3.2.2 Weather conditions: stormy weather, slippery road
3.2.7 Too high speed: long brake traces indicated that speed was not adapted to
road conditions.
5.2.6 Basic/root causes (see section 3.3)
Organizational causes
3.3.1.2.i No/incomplete risk analysis. The planner selected a driver with low
experience. Was the driver aware of the risks during this trip? Further investigation
is needed
3.3.1.1.iii Inadequate/lack of training. The driver had little mileage or experience.
The team did not follow this through since the technician was not supposed to be
trained as a driver. This is an organizational opportunity but outside the scope of
this incident investigation
3.3.1.1.iv No BBS programme. The company did not include the technician in the
BBS program because he is not supposed to be a driver
3.3.1.2.iii Task design inadequate: All drivers were occupied
3.3.1 5.i Incompatible goals. Task planning inadequate
The chemical company’s manager had met a few days before with the transport
company’s manager and had requested him to ensure that this new delivery
location would be served promptly. The transport company’s manager had called
the transport company’s operational planner the night before and told him that this
transport had to take place without delay. The driver planned for this transport
didn’t show up and reported sick later in the morning. All available drivers were
already occupied on other transports for other customers. There was no back-up
plan for unforeseen events (illness of driver). If no back-up is possible because of
the limited number of available drivers, the transport company should not accept
urgent (JIT) orders
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3.3.1.5 ii) Incompatible goals. Work pressure too high: The planner was told that
the load had to be delivered without delay

Human Causes
3.3.2.1. ii) Intentional behavior. Cutting corners: The planner selected a
maintenance technician with low experience
3.3.2.2.iii Unintentional behavior. Poor or wrong judgment. No proof but driver
was probably driving too fast for the conditions, not likely to be on purpose. This is
dead end; it is not expected that the technician needs to be trained as a driver
5.2.7 Check: was it necessary / was it sufficient?
Were all causes necessary and sufficient?
Necessary: Yes, if any of them had not happened the incident would have not led to
the incident.
Sufficient: Yes, a combination of all these causes will result in a repetition of the
incident.
5.2.8 Areas for corrective actions (see section 4.1)
4.2.2 Improve visible and felt (senior) management commitment to HSE
4.2.3 Carry out risk analysis and implement mitigation measures accordingly. A
driver with little mileage or experience was selected for the task. The risk analysis
was not properly carried out
4.2.5 Define and implement a procedure to prohibit the use of inexperienced drivers
4.2.12 Improve definition of competence requirement
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Accident Investigation Tree – Example 2

